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摘   要 
 
 




































With the deepening and development of financial enterprise reform, domestic 
commercial banks have proposed strategic transformation from "accounting" to 
"marketing service". The transformation requires commercial banks to change 
traditional decentralized business methods, realizes a new business processing mode 
that can clear separate front, middle and back office, front office emphasis on 
marketing and financial services, and back office focus on batch accounting. This kind 
of back office concentrated business processing mode is a complex process that 
including many business requirements and also focusing on process results and 
automation degree, operational risk and work efficiency. So we need not only an agile 
business transaction platform, but also a powerful workflow system to support the 
entire business process and realize the business requirements. 
Using the back office concentrated business processing mode of commercial 
bank as the background, this dissertation studies number of back office concentrated 
financial transactions, and describes how to realize the different business functions 
with a united business processing workflow platform. At the same time, it proposes a 
particular implementation methods of workflow engine that more suitable for the 
requirements of the back office concentrated business transaction system for bank. 
With a big functional integration of application systems and basic platforms, just like 
user interface, back office job, core transaction system, workflow platform and data 
warehouse etc, the back office concentrated business processing system provides 
commercial bank’s back office departments with a reusable united business 
processing platform to realize a number of business process workflows that human 
interaction and automation enabled.  
The design method and technological implementation of the back office 
concentrated business process for bank would make contributions to other similar 
application development.    
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图 2.1 WfMC 的工作流参考模型[6] 
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